Five days of a coup that shook City Council

[The article discusses a series of events leading to a coup that shook City Council. The text is not fully transcribed due to the quality of the image and the presence of images that do not provide readable text.]
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LAWAFAY

Surprise our white stockists are always
On our iceberg fish

SUNSHINE ORNAMENTS

DETONATE MORE THAN THE TREE

From Walz alternates on line to hang the tree and decorations on top of it. H. S. Shively, Sherman's 1961 Christmas list, 11th in series, design will never be repeated. 10/30/61. Engaged party telephone manual open on power. R. 59.55. C. 59.55. L. 59.55.

Cowell & Hubbard

Dandelion Mementos Since 1647

Where the best & precious begins

Pampered Mattress 215-844-4014	Gilmour's Upholstery 215-377-0433	
Also Alphabetic

Joseph Thurston

LIVING ROOMS ONLY

1/2 PRICE ON BETTER SOFAS

By Montclair

YOUR CHOICE OF 2 STYLES

FREE MONOGRAMMING

TRAVELER'S SHOPPES

50 years in Cleveland

"IT'S A CIKRA"

Enter now, the newest, most excitement-stimulating collection of everything from sports furts sporting new chic decors for every room at Cikra's.

See them all at Cikra's. Now at outstanding values:

A. Natural Baby Caucasian Lynx
Full Length Coat $1,095
B. Natural Red Raccoon Coat
Quarter Coat $295
C. Natural Blackhand Russian
Jacket with Maxx Tail
D. Stone Mink and White Mink
E. Blackhanded Female Mink
Jacket, Red Dandy

SOLON SQUARE CLEVELAND WEST

N. OLMSTED

2376 Lee Road

MENTOR

7655 Mentor Ave.

CANTON

302-1520

LOURDES ... Rest 805-1234

SOLON SQUARE CLEVELAND WEST

N. OLMSTED

2376 Lee Road

MENTOR

7655 Mentor Ave.

CANTON

302-1520

YOUR CHOICE OF

SOFAS $399

TRADITIONAL

Darren fitted loose pillow back, polished
chintz, all purpose, spread, marked for long wear. Sofa 88" long.

CLASSIC STYLE Darren fitted loose pillow back, curved arm, 100% quilled polyester for years of wear. Sofa 88" long.

YOUR CHOICE

LOVESEAT ... Rest 805-1234